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Before you buy that ugly duckling ranch or split level that you dream of 
transforming into a stylish modern home, make sure you understand the costs of 
such an undertaking. This guide gives you the information you need to determine 
whether your budget is on target. 

Yes, every house is different, as is every owners’ goals, however there are simple 
formulas that can help determine cost that you will find useful and illuminating.

In this guide, we’ve broken down the cost estimates based on CATEGORY OF 
WORK and FINISH LEVEL OF WORK. All numbers assume a “full-house” renovation 
so that you end up with a “new” house. 
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From  
Fixer-Upper  
to Modern 

Dream-House
A PRE-PLANNING COST GUIDE
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Basic:
$150 - $200 /sf
For our purposes, 
a little better 
than a developer 
house renovated 
to flip. Expect 
energy efficient 
mechanicals, 
metal clad 
windows, cement 
fiber siding, 
medium quality 
fixtures and 
finishes.

Superior: 
$200 - $300 / sf
Higher grade 
finishes and 
fixtures, some 
custom elements 
and carefully 
selected splurges.

Luxury:
$300 / sf and up
The best of what’s 
available. The 
sky’s the limit, 
but we’ve kept 
our cost guide 
within reason of 
what luxury buyers 
in this area are 
likely to spend. 
(If you’re building 
somewhere like 
the Hamptons, 
double these 
numbers)

Finish Level

1. For each Category 
of Work, circle the 
corresponding Finish 
Level you think is right 
for you.

2. Add the circled 
number in each column 
togther in subtotal 
line for your total $/sf 
number.

3. Multiply this total 
area of finished living 
space.(sf).

4. This will give you 
your estimated budget.

Basic Structure:
Demolition  
and removals
Structural work  
and framing
Heating and  
cooling systems
Plumbing  
and electric
Insulation

Interior:
Drywall 
Finish flooring
Kitchen and  
Bath cabinets, 
appliances, 
fixtures
Tile and stone
Interior Doors  
and hardware
Interior Trim  
and Cabinetry
Light fixtures
Stairs and railings
Painting

Exterior:
Windows 
Exterior and  
garage doors
Siding and Trim
Brick/ Stucco/ 
Stone
Roofing and 
Gutters
Painting
Steps and Rails

Category of Work

The Cost Formula
Follow these steps to calculate your budget: (see example case-study on next page)

Basic Structure

Exterior

Interior

$60/sf

$45/sf

$60/sf

$90/sf

$60/sf

$100/sf

$125/sf

$90/sf

$175/sf

 Basic Upscale Luxury

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL $/SF

+ + =

FINISH LEVEL

Total $____ /sf  X finished area _______  =  $_______  estimated budget
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Your Next Steps
This Cost Formula is just the beginning to understanding what a project might cost. But before you rush into a design, your first step is 
to talk to an expert and understand your options. Understand what IS and IS NOT feasible. Understand your needs and options before 
you even talk about design. Do you want to 
chat with the Architect that specializes in 
turning Ugly Ducklings into Modern Swans? 
We will discuss your goals in more detail 
and evaluate the project beyond just budget 
concerns. This call will bring better clarity and 
direction and you will better understand what 
steps to take next.

The electric and much of the 
plumbing looked like they had 
been updated at some point. They 
opened up some walls in the main 
living spaces which required some 
structural work, and reconfigured 
the master suite. After an energy 
audit, they decided to add insula-
tion in the basement and attic, 
and some exterior walls received 
additional sprayed in insulation. 

A Case Study

Basic Structure

Exterior

Interior

$60/sf

$45/sf

$60/sf

$90/sf

$60/sf

$100/sf

$125/sf

$90/sf

$175/sf

 Basic Upscale Luxury

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL $/SF

+ + =

FINISH LEVEL

Total $ 295 /sf  X finished area  4000  =  $1,180,000   estimated budget

Jan and Robin bought a 4,000 SF expanded ranch house with the intention of 
creating a custom home for their family, suited to their needs and vision. 

Vinyl siding was replaced 
with fiber cement clad-
ding. Windows were 
replaced with metal clad 
wood casements. A new 
custom wood door and 
sidelights fit in the existing 
opening, garage doors 
were replaced. New trim 
and roofing were also part 
of the scope.

Inside is where they splurged. Robin wanted their 
master bathroom modeled on a 5 star hotel they 
stayed in London, and Jan, being a gourmet chef, 
wanted a top of the line kitchen open to the living 
area so he could hold court while entertaining. 
They needed very specific lighting to showcase 
their modern art collection, and being tech-for-
ward, they opted for a sophisticated smart home 
control system. There was additional custom 
cabinetry, new wide-plank wood floors and some 
costly tile and stone choices throughout.

60 60 175 295
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